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ABSTRACT

We outline some features of stochastic quantization

and regularization of fermionic fields with applications to

spinor QCD, showing the appearance of a non-gauge invariant

counterterm. We also show that non-invariant terms cancel in

supersyimnetric multiplets.

' Work partially supported by CNPq.
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1. One of the most remarkable features of Parisi-

Wu's stochastic quantization method is the possibility of

an original prescription for regularization, built upon a non-

Markovian extension of the actual process. By means of a

particular regulator function, as shown by Alfaro , it is

possible to obtain a scheme very similar to Speer's analytic

regularization . At the beginning, the commonly accepted

idea was that this new method could respect all physical

iiivariances, in particular gauge symmetry . However, a one

loop computation of counterterms in 4-dimensional scalar Yang-

Mills theory, shows the existence of a non-gauge invariant

counterterm . We shall follow the same steps and use the

analytic stochastic regulator in 4-dimensional spinorial QCD

As a byproduct of our calculations for spinor and scalar cases,

we verify that a gauge field coupled to a supersymmetric matter

multiplet receives only gauge invariant contributions to the

counterterm. Therefore, at least to lowest order, the regularization

scheme preserves gauge invariance and supersymmetry.

2. Originally developed for bosonic models, it was

only recently that stochastic quantization of fermions received

a physically consistent treatment . The starting point is a

generalization of the original Langevin equation by means of

the introduction of a kernel k..(x,y) t
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where S[<p] is the Euclidian action, and n(x,T) a classical

noise field, with correlations

, conn
> = 0

(2)

2kij(x,x
l)«(T-Tl)

In the case of free fermions with the classical

Euclidian action

d4Slip,*] = - i I d4x *(x) (if + im) *(x) (3)

the kernel is given by

and the Langevin equation is

1^ - O 2 + m2)«l» + » (5)
O T

The effect of the kernel is a Langevin equation -of

• Our Euclidian Y-matrices satisfy (Yu'Yv) = -
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exactly the same type as that obeyed by the bosonic fields. The

Green function (uncrossed propagator) is given, in momentum

space, by:

(6)

3. The four dimensional action for Euclidian QCD is

given by

d4x [{ (F (7)

(8)As proposed by Ishikawa , we should use modified

covariant kernels

= i(0 x-im) a 6 64(x-y) . (8)

In the one loop computation we shall perform, the

linearized kernel eq. (4) suffices for the noise (eq. (2)).

Thus, the following Langevin aquations hold

A s - (0 - im)(0 + im) O <|>. + 0., (9a)

' + im)0o, + (9b)
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where D' » - 3 - ioA , and for the gauge field

AM

Stochastic regularization of ultraviolet divergences

requires the introduction of a non-Markovian noise, smearing the

fictitions time delta function. In momentum space

<*a(k,Tt»e(k',T')) » (-Jf+m)a6 Í
4(k*k«) fc(T-T') 110a)

<nil<k,T)nv<k',T')> « íMv«
4ík+k') ft(T-T') (10b)

where C_(T)) is'a regulator*function, such that

lim fr(T) • 2«(T) . (tta)
e->0 c

We currently use the representation

fc<Tl « c M * " 1 (lib)

and get in Fourier space

with

Cc 5 cT(c) sin ± (l-c) . (lid)
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The two uoint fcrmionic correlation function (crouixtl

prop.iyator) at lowest order (namely with linearized kernel Cor

the noise) is given by

:,T) , ipí-k,

T T

dT" d!" GaY<k,T-T"> fc(T"-T-) (12)

0 0

which, after using (6) and (11) integrates to

(K-m)QB dxe-i-K(k
2,n,2)(t-T')|x,-6

(13)

A virtue of the regulator (lib) is that one is led

to meromorphic amplitudes, and the ultraviolet divergences show

up as poles in the c parameter, as is the case in analytic

Í 3)
regularized expressions . In expression (13) we take only

the first few terms in the € expansion. In order to complete

(9)
the Fcynman rules we compute the gauge field crossed

propagator

£ S
n 2

i\A)

And the vertices arc the name as is usual perturbation theory.
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4. Wo shall compute the gauge field countorterm duo

to matter fields internal lines. The relevant divergent

diagram» arc (see (5)):

i) the two point function with 2 internal crossed lines -

Fig. (la);

ii) the two point function with one internal crossed line -

Fiy. (1b);

iii) the three point function with one internal crossed line -

Fig. (1c);

iv) the four point function with one internal crossed line -

Fig. (Id).

Por the divergent part we can use |x}~ » 1 in (13).

Diagram Gl in Fig. (la) contributes as follows:

d<k -*,,v<*
2*»2»fc.P> •»„»„ + V v - kvPM

<2n)4 l(p+k)2 + m 2 ) 1 + € (k2+m2)1+€ (p2+k2+k.p+m2)

which gives, for the divergent piece , after expanding the

integrand in powers of the external momenta in order to isolate

the pole (further terms in this expansion arc finite):

We use the simple minded formula

|+ n)

(2n) n |
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ut . .--Jig*
(32 p n G )

wh i ch is:

i) half the value obtained in dimensional rcgularization with

D « 4 - 2e ;

ii) minus twice the corresponding bosonic value.

For diagrams G2 and G3 in Fig. (1b) we have

G2+G3 = 4 I dt, | dt,

T t

jdt2 j

tr Tpa(k+P;t,,t2) Y0(-K*m) Gtk;t,,t2) . (17)

The result for the divergent piece is

which is equal to the corresponding dimensionalJy regularized

result with D = 4 - 2e . For the polarization tensor we have

(divergent piece?)

96 IT c 12fTe

which is non-traniivcrnc due to the double crossed diagram, which
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is half the necessary value (notice that 2G1 • G2 • G3 is tranverso).

If we compute the remaining diagrams we have

C4 = L_ (p^5 ^ _ p j ^ ) (20)

for the 3-point function, and

G5 « - 4 - («._«.. -6... « I . (21)

for the 4-point function (always .the divergent piece).

The counterterm reads

6t L_ (p" ) 2 1_- A 92hu . (22)
48iTe U V 128*'c M

If the gauge field is coupled to a supersymmetric

matter multiplec (2 bosonic charged fields and one Dirac field)

the problematic'term cancels, since

G|Bos , _ÍHV_p2 (23a)

(G2+G3*G3')
DOS - - ifjüd- • P"P3

V (23b)
'c 3(4«re
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( 2 3 d l

and. the corresponding countcrtcrm is

12(4ir)2e u v 256*2e

For the Busy matter aiultiplct we have

l 2 4 )

rr 'C1 i25)-
sow e

which is gauge invariant.

I In the case of' V*1 susy Yang-Mills theory the

result is similar. We have one Majorana fcrmion in the adjoint

representation contributing, in the case of the gauge two point

function as in Fig. (2a), and the Yang-Hills self interaction.

Lint ' 1 "»<- V U ' l W 0 + f

which gives the same contribution as scalar matter as in Fig.

(2b) but for a factor of 2 coming from a combinatorial factor

(as in Wick theorem, in perturbation theory), providing a gauge

invariant result, for the countcrterm:

6L • L - (FÜ..)2 . (26)
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As far as supersymmetry is concerned, there is no

breaking originating from the rogularization which is independent

of space-time, regularizing fcrmions and bosons in the same

way. Notice also that Bipersymmetric cancellation of divergences

cancel as usual.

It remains to be verified that in supcrsymmctric

models the gauge invariance principle is mantained valid in

higher loop order, and for finite terms.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

(la) QED 2-point function with two internal crossed lines.

(1b) 2-point function with an external crossed line.

(5c) 3-point function with an internal crossed line.

(Id) 4-point function with an internal crossed line.

(2a) Yang-Mills two-point self-interaction.

(2b) Yang-Mills-Matter two-point function.
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